COLUMBIA COMPOSERS
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 14th 8PM

Daniel and Joanna S. Rose Rehearsal Studio
(located in the Rose Building, 10th Floor, at 65th Street and Amsterdam Avenue)

⇒ Composers
Victor Adan, Oscar Bianchi, Anthony Cheung
Alex Mincek & Eric Wubbels

⇒ Performers
Flute - Jane Rigler, Amelia Lukas  Clarinet - Tibi Cziger
Saxophone - Eliot Gategno  Harp - Michelle Gott  Piano - Eric Heubner
Trumpet - Nate Botts  Guitar - Bill Anderson
Violin - Josh Modney  Viola - Miranda Sielaff, Max Mandel
Cello - Chris Gross  Percussion - Ian Antonio
Conductors - Carl Bettendorf, Anthony Cheung

Thanks to our Sponsors:
Alice M. Ditson Fund of Columbia University,
Herbert H. and Ruth S. Reiner Fellowship Fund
and GSAC (graduate student advisory council.)